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Introduction 

 

 The following is an excerpt from a new, as yet unpublished, edition of Charles Olson's The Special View 

of History, edited by Ralph Maud and John Faulise. (While Ralph and I worked together on this project, he did 

not live to finish it.  The final edits for this text are mine, and any errors are solely my responsibility.)  Unlike 

the version edited by Ann Charters (Berkeley:  Oyez, 1970), this edition does not try to shape the 

"typescripts...drafts, notes...outlines, charts, and drawings" (p. 10) that Olson sent Charters into a book – a 

project Olson himself started, but abandoned.   We have instead taken a chronological approach, and presented 

Olson's notes as he prepared and used them for his classes, his attempt at gathering them into a book, and his 

work on lectures he delivered in San Francisco.  In addition, we have identified a handful of items belonging to 

The Special View of History that have not been previously published. 

 "The Place & the Thing & the Act, of the Action" is one of those pieces that have not been published 

before.  Our transcription is based on a seventeen page holograph from the Charles Olson Research Collection, 

Archives and Special Collections at the Thomas J. Dodd Research Center, University of Connecticut Libraries 

(images of these pages can be accessed through the following link: 

https://hdl.handle.net/11134/20002:860597324).  While Olson's handwriting in this case is generally readable, 

there are places where letters slide together or become mere hints at what they might be, which results in some 

textual cruxes and room for alternative transcriptions.  With the exception of a very few silent corrections 

(mostly spelling), we have tried to reproduce what Olson wrote, including any unusual placement of words on 

the page.  Paragraph indentations were followed, even if they were inconsistently applied by Olson – he favors 

indentation to the far right of the page, but sometimes uses a more traditional five or ten space indentation from 

the left margin, or in some cases no indentation at all.  Similarly, he makes wide use of the ampersand, but 

sometimes uses the word "and" instead.  Notations that Olson made in the margins about the text itself have 

been included in the textual notes section following the piece. 

 Based on his use of the same black ink throughout the first fifteen pages, followed by two pages in 

pencil, it appears Olson wrote this in one or two sessions of uninterrupted composition. The one time he appears 

to strain at his effort – "if I stumble" – he regains his rhythm and pushes on.  Along the way, he uses the still 

fresh term "post-modern man," and makes a rare reference to his deceased brother (who died in childbirth a year 

before Olson was born).  In this inquiry into Economos, Eros, and Ethos he attempts to restore man to his house 

– his "mythological stance," and offers a glimpse of how "mythology – of the word the speaker and of the act 

the doer" – might be viewed as history. 

       

        John Faulise 

 

 

 

https://nam01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhdl.handle.net%2F11134%2F20002%3A860597324&data=02%7C01%7Cmelissa.watterworth%40uconn.edu%7C537df6bd433247d1852208d70fae7268%7C17f1a87e2a254eaab9df9d439034b080%7C0%7C1%7C636995114239485778&sdata=Ip%2F3It%2FcwpyhlZ45dZcaeWa6C8%2BMaBQ%2BAjJs3W90M1c%3D&reserved=0
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Class Preparation – IX:  "The Place & the Thing & the Act, of the Action" 

[These holograph pages reside in the Charles Olson Research Collection, but were not included in The Special 

View of History (1970).  However, they are of the same mold as Olson's other class preparations, and the 

content clearly follows on from the "Muthos" section, with its treatment of the key terms, Economos, Eros, and 

Ethos.  It presumably constituted the classes of  week 9, May 29 and 31, 1956.  The title is Olson's.] 

 

 

The Place & the Thing & the Act, of the Action 

         

The care of the substance, the physical object, to have it right.  The physiology, the "sense" of organs.  It is hard 

to apply an objective stance because it is like looking in the mirror:  we the knowers are the thing to be known!  

The house is its own inhabitant, not one thing more.  It is to be asked to turn motion itself into a solid, to make 

light meat, action – without stopping the action, in fact the point is to know & intensify the action – to make 

action like a pond with a clear frozen surface, look down into it – & without freezing it at all! 

                                                                                                                                                  It has extreme                 

value, to do.  To see it substantively.  It is what a contemporary means by "space":  a motion taken as object.  It 

is the primary requirement of the experience of the space-time continuum.  It is how one discovers the 

dimensional, that density & complex, the vector experience.  One then knows something one can't know 

without so disposing oneself to one's self:  one acquires the outward experience inside: : one discovers that one 

is a directed magnitude. 

There are steps.  To dance is an experience of the experience.  How far one can lean before toppling over.  Lift 

an arm.  Etc.  The great sense, of course, comes from lust, when the utter physicality is made known to the 

creature.  But the complex is as subtle inside as the senses are outside – what Indian Yoga, e.g., makes into a 

system, that the sympathetic nervous system can be as known and used as the central nervous system.  Or e.g. if 

you know a psychic theory like D.H. Lawrence's, in Fantasia of the Unc., of the ganglia and the plexi of the 

body as electrical clusters & circuits of what he calls the sympathetic system – experientially he's talking sense, 

even if his physiology is pressed so far, say, it sounds like anti-semitic propaganda or sounds like technocracy.  

Or Nazi history. 

                                                                                                         There is, too, the possibility 

of literally studying – acquiring the literal experience of the house by literally knowing the processes of the 

body – by such literalness almost as a medical student.  It at least supplies an enormous imagery; and can, if one 

is capable of imagination, increase the functions (as, say, Yoga can). The best example I know of the use of a 

"view" of the inside literal bio/zoological order is the Hassidic tales by Rabbi Nachman (Bratislava).  

                                                                                                                                        But a great deal of 

Sunday supplement, or pulp crime literature, like cheap movies, contains these powers of actualization.  

                                                                                                                                   And at a certain 

point of the inhabiting of the inhabitant the house, one of course is into the area we are more used to calling the 

psychic.  Actually the import of such literature as Rider Haggard's She (like Dick Tracy & Little Abner) is the 

verge they stay on between the physical (the criminal) and the true psychic (the physiological psychic not the 
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mediumistic).  I should even guess the whole literature (what the Soviets call American barbarism & decadence, 

say, capitalist corruption) comes into existence from an exact obedience to the pragma, the literal, the 

physiological, the doctrine of object / and use.  And why I am quite at ease about psychology (as my fellow 

writers ain't) is possibly just here, that one is already in it, in inhabiting the house, without ever having or ever, 

for that matter, needing to have, the concept "psychological."  Indeed the probable  reason why I feel quite 

"ahead" of a psychologist like Jung, say, when he publishes a book with a religious historian Kerenyi called 

"Essays on the Science of Mythology," is that I never had, and have no other means to comprehend what is 

usually called psychology except the literal experiential science of mythology –  

   of the word the speaker and of the act the doer –  

the coincidence & proximateness of each to the other, the direct & inextricable connection of word & act as 

neither any more than the house making itself known, the bringing into the outward world (even when one 

thinks, even when one walks by oneself, even if, like the famous Hindu love monk who wrote the most famous 

book on love positions, whatever his name is, and never knew another human body,  lived his whole life alone 

on a mountainside!) the implicit explicit power of the human system to make explicit what is implicit in it. 

                                                                                                                                        So that if I 

say we can distinguish three essential vectors of the mythos (as we did four for the kosmos – chaos, pneuma, 

desire & order), & those three vectors are the oikos, ethos, eros, then I could say that the mythos is the order or 

result as the Kosmos is the result in the outer picture.  It may be clarifying if we do that at this point.  That is, 

note how we got here.  Simply considering the first term, the most tangible term, the person-body seen as such, 

as object, economos, the top of the tree, the leaves & trunk, the thing above ground, we got to the point where 

the physiological was turning into what we would most easily think of as the psychological.  In other words the 

vertical is yielding the downward motions I suggested the cone of the world yields.  Let me draw the picture in 

parallel: 

     multiples (things) multiples (senses) 

PHYSICAL ENJOYMENT                 ENJOYMENT 

                Chaos     Oikos               

          pneuma    by      by                  VERB 

          pneumatos              Pneuma − out breath    Psyche − in breath – soul      psychein  

          wind, air                                                        (breath, life, soul)    to breathe, 

                                             blow           

                produce      produce 

the  DESIRE for form              Eros                   Eros          (what makes us want to  

                                                            produce                           produce                    the DESIRE for form                            

the bringing it into existence            Kosmos as order     Ethos as order (that we have to do it  

            GOD                            WILL  

                                                                                                    the bringing of form into existence 

        (harmony)                   the KOSMOS       the MUTHOS  (harmony)      

    SACRED                          NOUN                     the uttered – what's said (& done)  

                OBJECT          VERB                                        SACRED 

 THE BEAUTY &            THE "WORLD"         ACTION (motion                      THE BEAUTY          

      THE MYSTERY                                                                    THINGS (the life & works of    & the Mystery 
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               observed  <––––——————————————————————> acted 

 

"The Mysteries," then, are simply the achieved, but, because the achievement either as observed or done is in 

flux, in other words, done or observed, goes on, their point is simply to remind any one of us of the context flux 

& the permanence of change, of the change (by the individual) of the permanent.  

 The actual experience is that we do have to be reminded or we will fall into the rigidities of the 

Egotistical Sublime (those who take it they more resemble Creation or God than other men, that fatuity, that 

stasis – the loss of the mythological motion) or into the Demonism of Power, the arrogation of Pride, the 

quickest motion, Lucifer, light itself, the illusion, "we did it," "I. . . ." the forgetting, (1) where it came from, & 

(2), what made us want to 

 

   Chaos (the mass given by nature Desire  

   Oikos (the house, given by nature Desire 

 

(3) that both Chaos & Oikos move, that the mass has energy  

     & the house has energy 

how it looks is merely the signature of a noun on the outside, air-wind,  

    & a verb on the inside, we breathe & blow 

 

There are two evils or deaths:  the Egotistical Sublime  

                                              & the Egotistical Demonic              

one the rigid & the other the too fast, one the Righteous & the other the Delinquent, both assuming resemblance 

or identity to the Mystery on either hand, that of Creation or of Man.  Neither Prometheus nor Lucifer are 

heroes.  They are images of arrogation.  Keats solely says that only achievement –  to know  &  to act – 

             Creation       creation 

is reductive-productive, retrospective-prospective, memorable.  The rest is either impressive-sustaining or 

slowing-and-stifling.  Is no good.  Only Negative Capability equals process – the Penetralium of the Mystery.  

 So to get back.  As Chaos is all that the world is pre-form, so man is all Oikos until the noun he is – a 

house – is seen as motion – verbal, & he moves (breathes, blows) by Desire to form (Ethos).  We best, 

therefore, see what his "house" is – the other house, the house below ground, the Root & roots which don't 

appear – the "Begründen" he is (what we are more used to calling the Unconscious, the Soul, the Dark, the 

Limbs, the Below, the Underparts – the Legs below the trunk of the body.  And it has to be seen two ways, 

substantively (the matter the literal content) and actively (what one does about it, the ethos. 

                                   Now why Eros        

is a different Eros inside than out is why I said some time ago (Joe) objects can love objects.  The difference is 

the grammar.  Eros in the cosmos is a noun, a being (as for example pneuma are "beings" in the cosmos) but in 

any one of us we are the being – the noun − but what we do (which is palpably what we are also involved in, not 

merely to be but to do something, not merely to be genetic or ontogenetic but also to be morphological & 
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 therefore phylogenetic – we are not only metrical we are [          ]  – we not only be, we become, we too are 

Consequent as is (the Relative of Relatives) but we are also of Primordial nature (the Absolute of the absolutes) 

we act  

 the act for us is primordial, the effect / is consequent   

So Eros in us is verbal  :   amo ergo sum 

                  I love therefore je suis 

 

The World is a huge noun requiring a verb:  sum.  Or God, if you like.  But He is only the great I am, simply the 

essence of Verb.  He is Being.  He is quoted as saying to Moses, I am that I am, to let Him Himself make the 

point. 

              

The advantage of this perspective, the syntax operative in reality, is equally manifest if you consider other 

words which heretofore have sounded high & mighty even though we know them at the center of our being.  

Life, for example.  Creation.  They are like Psyche, at root infinitives, to breathe to live to create.  They are the 

fundamental motions.  The world of things – of nouns – needs any one of us to move, at leave to complete its 

movement, to be inclusive – to be, inclusively – at least so far as we ourselves are concerned!  Thus God as the 

complementarity of the World.  He is not anthropomorphic. He is syntactical.  He is the verb we are.  I am.  And 

the emphasis which gives me bearing is on the verb.  The pro-noun will take care of itself, but if it wasn't a verb 

in the first instance – in the prior case – both genetically &  morphologically:  if it didn't live:  it would be a p. 

poor I. 

 

 In any case the power is in the sentence.  Moses was told.  I am that I am. 

  

 Thus our literal experience of the Hinder Parts is that it is all a matter of love.  As it indeed is.  All the 

images of our dreams are erotic.  And it would seem to follow that only as they are made active erotically are 

they truly acted on.  And known.  It is in this sense that the Kabeiri mystery was so essential to the ancients – & 

why post-modern man does take "sex" seriously.  Only:  one instantly must remind any modern that Eros 

without Ethos, that sex without the genital context, without indeed further the procreative (the Eleusinian 

mysteries – the apocatastasis – without woman as Woman) and man as Man (the Kabeiri), without the 

mythological stance the human thing falls to matter (back to oikos) as deliberately as the universe has (to chaos) 

without the care of the observances of the sacred.  These are limits only to the Arrogators, the false Radicals – 

bohemia & merchants – those who want only to utilize for themselves, not to use in the real sense of pragma:  to 

produce.  Those who do not have the desire for form either half-live (the citizen the bourgeoisie) or destroy:  the 

merchants & the bohemians (the radicals) however they are radicals, either delinquents or social revolutionaries 

or the scientist who wants only to know without regard to action, which he leaves to a middle class, the 

engineer.  In our context the desire for form is Ethos. 

 What I am saying then is that the matera of the Double House – we know best the upper house, 

consciousness, the house of sensation & thought, the physical & physiological, the organs, those functions 

(including sex); we know least the Under House, the Oikos of the Roots, the house of dreams & hunches, of 

tropism, of leanings (chaos you will recall means abyss, & the autoclytic means self-leaning –  

                                                                          both Chaos & 

the Unconscious are voluntas.  We have lived in a long time when will too was taken as single when it is 
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double, has two forms, an unconscious or blind or injunctive side, a nether side, as well as the more familiar 

conscious, applied, eye-open, arbitrary, demanding will  

      (but the will this latter face leads to, exercised    

      without its nether a & tropistic face, is not  

      will at all.  It is, like Void, a confusion.      

      It is actually Ego, &, when so used, death. 

Real will is conjunctive, as all essential things are.  The secret of secret is conjunctio, the "Sacred Marriage" 

hieros gamos of the Mysteries, Alchemy, Gnosticism & now Einsteinian physics – Energy & Matter, the 

General Field Theory, that only in the exchange of each is the real:  process is reality.  The conjunctio – when 

the two are in not by either being different but by the exchange of their powers —— the image of image here is  

                    a man & woman fucking 

And for cause.  That Act of Eros is at once the Universe & Man.  All reality is real in motion.  It is called 

rhythm – motion is – when it is harmonic, when it is ordered. 

                                                It is in this sense too 

that any one of us as a Self is Hermaphroditos – the conjunctio of the Root & the Tree – the Act of the 

Unconscious & Conscious as one Ethos. There is no harmonic act – Act is harmony – except as Act is rhein:  to 

flow: :  rhythm.  Form is flatly such an Act.  And nothing else.  Form is the conjunctio of content & desire. 

                                             It is also in this 

sense that Eckhart insists there is no God except when there is the God Within as well as the God Above.  

Again, only as these Two exchange interchange conjoin is there Belief.   

                                   To believe is 

to have experienced the Double Axe. 

                ——————————— 

  

 I return again to our Tree.  And you mustn't mind, if as I seek to take us below ground – take us from the 

inside of Okios down in Okios to where Eros as verb, & that matera, to what that matera leads (it leads to  

Ethos) –  

                 if I stumble, 

resist – the mind refuses to go blind – and go off alongside, go off ahead, make dicta ahead of the matera, make 

old apothegms (about where all thinking & articulation stopped since the mythologems were lost in the 6th 

century only to go underground & stay underground in Orphism (a Persianism itself) in Persianisms 

(Manicheism, Mithraism etc) in Alexandrianism (Neo Platonism, Neo Judaism – the Kabbala, Neo-

Egyptianisms – Hermes Trismegistus) in Gnosticism in late Pythagoreanism in Europe as Alchemy & the 

Kabbal & the Worship of Priapus until Freud used Richard Payne Knight's study under that title for his own 

liberation as Jung has used Alchemy & Gnosticism so far to fire his)       

                                                                                                                if one does run 

off go broadcast, it is because for any of us to concentrate our attention underground except mythologically – by 

doing it, & by only using words as equivalents of the doing, of the believing, not as units of knowing 

(knowledge is only pre-believing, but today, when the whole mythological stance has to be restored, the 

analytical has to precede in order that we may know in the true sense of knowledge, gnosis, "saved from the 

clutch of matter" 
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                                           – I couldn't stress too           

strongly that there is even a coniunctio here in the most explicit-articulate-thinking area, that true thinking 

(which is gnosis) is double, too, it is reductive as well as productive (analytical as well as acted on (active) –  

           to go down into the dark 

except to perform the sacred marriage – the heart of the mystery – is the almost impossible. 

 But it has to be done now in order that the marriage may be once more the property of Everyone, the 

necessity, the daily recognition, that the cosmos as it is inside us be as known as the cosmos outside got too 

known and the other one, the under one, too unknown.   

                                           What one must do now 

is to go where only the initiate went – into the Trophonian cave.  One has to go into the fissure on which the 

priestess at Delphi sat.  She read the gases which came up through that fissure.       

                                              We don't even have 

the chance to speak by tokens as she did.  We have to find out what the gases are.  But that's ok.  That's a part of 

the gain of our phusis:  we are not Ionians.  We are Einsteinians.  We can know thermodynamics, and get our 

hands in.  It is a crazy time:  either the gases are man's, and will be known, the mythological will be repossessed 

by the physics of man, psychology, or man surely will be merely the cosmological gases – the gases of the Sun. 

 

 So down, my soul, to the roots of any of us, to the roots we share at the same time that we differ, even if 

not one jot more of difference than, because it's you, the roots are yours, & so distinct as mine are from, say, 

yours – or, say, would have been from my brother's, had he lived (he died before I was born) or as mine differ 

from my parents as yours do from your parents. 

                                                                                                                                       That is, in this area 

of the psyche, a same law holds as in physiology:  the individual is the species but the individual even as species 

is the individual.  Ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny but it also creates the species.   

      It is perhaps just the failure to be confident of this law which keeps so many of the very best minds 

(and my peers in the arts of creation) from entering the underground except spasmodically & by intuition 

instead of also by analysis. 

                                                                                                                                          It may also be why 

they, & so many others, both fear & enjoy it as an underworld, take it as such when it is – & we live on the 

threshold of the time when it will be seen & known to be as beautiful &  mysterious as outward creation, in 

which our knowledge of all genera & kinds of animals plants rocks gases & what else has not one jot removed 

the joy & confusion of it. 

OK.  We enter.  Let me repeat.  We enter the part of the house where Eros seems most to dwell.  But you will 

not need to be reminded by now that Eros also lives upstairs (as well as outside in a nominative form).  And if I 

stress that this under house is more where Ethos will show her face once you get in, don't be uncomfortable.  

For Ethos, too, once the descent into hell has been made, will show that she too, like Proserpine, lives half her 

life upstairs. 
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    Ethos is custom sign etc – the limits − the laws  

    the stories of myth – the agonies of them – are the  

    setting of those limits  

       – the limits of Desire (thus  

    Eros   

     And the care to observe these things  

    (both knowing them – "know thyself" – & in  

    performing them – the rites & observances) 

     is Economos 

                 ((the great loss of the 5th century  

    was to mix up the process  

    by taking the objective result, reality, as 

     the coniunctio – to set rigidly & arrogantly the  

    result of the act in the place of the act 

     (whether it was the Creator's act, the Universe, or 

     man's act, his Self) 

        – "know thyself" was made Ethos 

     instead of what it is, most functional, Economic  

              & the rites & observances, which are 

     also economic in the social sense − "we do these things  

    together in remembrance" −  was made Religious, & passive outside, instead 

     of participated in for individual purpose: You get Christ acting for all men  

 

 

Ethos is way Tao law as the known limit (species 

 man's laws as nature's laws, say in physics 

 they are now to be discovered.  The fact that they will be verbs – actions − STORIES  

 instead of nouns – molecules, atoms, protons, electrons    DRAMAS 

 makes them no less laws.  This is where amusement itself     OBSERVANCES 

           gets restored.  To amuse yourself (comedy)  

           is to do the very thing – the most sacred thing (laugh)  

           one might!  Saturos:  the dirty play. Sex. 
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NOTES 

 

Class Preparation – IX:  "The Place & the Thing & the Act, of the Action" (Box 34, Folder 1680, Charles 

Olson Research Collection, Archives and Special Collections at the Thomas J. Dodd Research Center, 

University of Connecticut Libraries.  Images of these pages can be accessed through the following link:  

https://hdl.handle.net/11134/20002:860597324 

 

Page 2 

 

 To the right of the title Olson wrote the following, which he may have added after the piece was written:   

 

     ECONOMOS (1-5) (the substance 

     (Eros 6-ff    Ethos passim & –) 

  

On page six of the holograph, Olson wrote "EROS ↓" in the upper right corner of the page, presumably pointing 

to the paragraph lower down on the page beginning "Now why Eros."   In addition, to the left of this phrase in 

the margin he wrote "EROS." Eros and Ethos continue to be addressed by Olson throughout the piece. 

 

Page 5 

 

 "we are not only metrical we are [        ]":  This blank space in the text was left by Olson.  Perhaps the 

word he was looking for escaped him, and he never returned to put in another. 

 The text : "we are also of Primordial nature (the Absolute of the absolutes) we act" has an arrow drawn 

by Olson connecting the words "Primordial" and "act."  

 In addition to the fifteen page holograph in black ink found in this folder, there are two additional pages 

of text added by Olson in pencil (with "Insert" written in the left margin of the first page where the text begins).  

He put a note in the right margin of page seven of the holograph ("< insert next page:") indicating this text 

should be added after the lines "amo ergo sum/I love therefore je suis," which we have done.  The added text  

begins at "The World is a huge noun requiring a verb," and runs through "Moses was told.  I am that I am." 

Page 8 

 "the agonies of them":  In the manuscript Olson uses an abbreviation for "agonies": "the agon. of them." 

 The final lines of the piece starting with "Ethos is way Tao law" were written in the left margin of the 

page on its side at the text beginning "Ethos is custom sign." 

__________________________________________________ 
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